TEST CUTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Demand Products is the only company to offer a showroom where you can see a variety of machines in action before making a buying decision. We offer the Cutlas™, Wintech™, Megaplot™ and Badger™ equipment lines to address all your foam management needs. If you ship a sample of the material you work with, we can arrange a demonstration while you’re on site.

Call today to schedule your visit.

CUTLAS HK4

Horizontal Blade with Rotating Table

The Cutlas™ HK4 is a horizontal, oscillating blade profile cutting machine suitable for cutting flexible foam. It has full profiling capability on the horizontal axis and incorporates a rotating table for more complex cutting.

CUTLAS HK9.2 & CONVOLUTER

CUTLAS® SPLITTER

Foam Splitter

The Cutlas® Splitter is a rugged unit designed to split flexible foam products where thin sheets from slab material are required. The Splitter is offered in various sizes to fit your requirements. A Cutlas® Convoluter is also available to emboss foam sheets with a decorative pattern.

The product images shown are for illustration purposes only and may not be an exact representation of the product. Demand Products reserves the right to change product images and specifications at any time without notice.
Demand Products Inc. is the exclusive distributor in North America for Cutlas™ Machines.

Oscillating Blades • Continuous Blade Machines
Fast Wire Machines • Slitters • Convoluters

Demand Products’ Cutlas™ Series machines incorporate exceptional engineering designs that provide smooth, fast and efficient processing of full size flexible and rigid foam blocks.

Leading the series is the HK-5 Dual Oscillating foam cutter. This machine requires only one operator and easily handles the tasks of vertical and horizontal cutting on one compact platform.

With more than 34 years of foam cutting industry experience, Demand Products provides sales, service and technical support for all Cutlas™ machines. All machines are warranted for one (1) year, and supported by Demand Products, Inc.

www.demandproducts.com | sales@demandproducts.com

CUTLAS® HK5
Dual Oscillating Blade

The Cutlas® HK5 is a dual axis, oscillating blade profile cutting machine suitable for cutting flexible foam. It has full profiling capabilities on both the horizontal and vertical axis.

CUTLAS® BANDSAW
Vertical Foam Saw

Cutlas® Vertical Bandsaws are designed for cutting various types of flexible and rigid foams. Their simple design allows for easy operation and keeps the cost down.

CUTLAS® SLITTER
Horizontal Foam Slitter

The Cutlas® Horizontal Slitter is an auto-indexing machine suitable for slitting/sheet cutting various types of flexible foams. It is an excellent solution for furniture, automotive, packaging, athletics, and various other industries.